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JOHN DIXON HUNT. THE WIDER SEA: A LIFE OF JOHN
 
RUSKIN. NEW YORK: THE VIKING PRESS, 1982.
 xvi, 512 pp. $25.00.
John Dixon Hunt’s biography presents a sympathetic portrait of
 
an unhappy man whose thoughts and writings helped shape the
 thinking and achievements of his contemporaries and that of poster
­ity. According to Hunt, Ruskin was denied a childhood of childish
 activities and was pushed by his parents into readings,
 
writings, and  
researches far beyond his years.
 
Encouraging Ruskin in his youthful  
forays into art and criticism, his parents also shielded him from the
 distractions of ordinary life—playmates and girlfriends. As an adult,
 Ruskin endlessly pursued his lost childhood: the little girls who
 reminded him of his childhood’
s
 one true playmate, the  silly games  of  
children, and the freedom from the responsibilities of everyday life.
 
He  
was selfish, demanding, arrogant, generous, helpful, and loving—
 with all the confused spontaneity of a small child.
In his close and careful analysis of the complex personality of
 
Ruskin, Hunt identifies two significant aspects that can account for
 many of the writer’
s
 contradictions and eventual insanity: one is  
Ruskin’
s
 emotional immaturity, and the other is his obsession with  
knowledge. Like Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus, Ruskin wanted to know all
 that was knowable; he wanted to show his readers that all the
 universe—both natural and human—was a unified whole; and he
 tried
 
to unify all that he could in himself. His callous treatment of his  
wife, his enormous literary canon,
 
his loyalty to and abuse of friends,  
his philosophies, and his madness are all connected by
 
Hunt to Rus ­
kin’
s
 immaturity and obsessive pursuit of knowledge.
The product of Hunt’
s
 insights is often startling—reaching  
heights
 
of thought and language worthy of its subject. The chapter on  
Venice (pp. 195-200) is a masterpiece of elegant language and con
­cisely expressed understanding: “But the drama to
 
which he gave his  
greatest energies was undoubtedly
 
the rise, fall  and decline of Venice  
itself.” Hunt’
s
 style makes the biography a literary work admirable  
for its own beauties and dynamism. Hunt blends the words of Ruskin
 and others adroitly into his narrative, subtly invoking an understand
­ing of the wit, intelligence, and fundamental unhappiness of his sub
­ject. The narrative takes off into brilliant combinations of language
 and ideas, as in the discussions of the young coquette, Adele
 
Domecq,  
and Ruskin (pp. 70-72) and of Ruskin’
s
 “Traffic” (pp. 300-302).
Hunt’
s
 narrative occasionally breaks down, as in the final few  
chapters where grammar and tone sometimes seem to escape him or in
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“The Scottish Inheritance” (pp. 9-19), which reads as though it were a
 
chore, but the biography’
s
 significant weaknesses are academic, not  
literary. Hunt presents a work written in a manner that should appeal
 to general readers, not just academic specialists, but he seems to
 assume far more knowledge on the part of his readership than any
 nonspecialist could rightfully be expected to have. Froude, for
 instance, pops in and out of the narrative without explanation of who
 he was. Hunt skips over significant events by calling them “famous,”
 
or,
 as in the  case of Ruskin’ s wedding night, “notorious”: “Effie found  
that she had her period. Perhaps it was this, rather than the notorious
 first sight of pubic
 
hair,  that upset Ruskin.” Someone knowledgeable  
in Ruskin’s life would find Hunt’
s
 remarks meaningful; others must be  
left to wonder.
 College students in particular will find The Wider Sea difficult to
 
use. Hunt does not provide a bibliography; indeed, his notes
 
indicate  
little of the secondary materials available to
 
students of Ruskin’ s life,  
even though primary materials are amply noted. Although Hunt
 shows himself to be a critical reader not easily taken in by the fiction
alizations of Ruskin’
s
 autobiography, Praeterita, college students  
could read his book and not know the important interpretations of
 that work, nor would they finish Hunt’
s
 biography with an under ­
standing of
 
how critics rank the importance of various works in the  
writer’
s
 general canon; Modern Painters, Fors Clavigera, and “Traf ­
fic” all seem equal in biographical and critical importance.
Hunt focuses on Ruskin’
s
 personality and often places the writer’s  
works in the background, sometimes creating the sense that only half
 a man is portrayed, since Ruskin’s obsession with knowledge often
 made him his work and his work him. Yet, to dwell too long on the
 disquieting faults of The Wider Sea would do it an injustice. Its
 insights are marvelous and its writing exciting, and it conveys an
 understanding of Ruskin with a brilliance that is rare in literary
 biographies.
Kirk H. Beetz Davis, California
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